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Welcome to Turkey

With its breathtaking natural attractions, rich in a kind historical and archaeological sites, unique and rich cuisine, advanced accommodation infrastructure and superior service quality, Turkey promises experiences that should not be missed.

In addition to its rich geography that connects Asia and Europe to one another and its culture that blends the East and West in its own unique way, Turkey’s real wealth comes from its world-renowned hospitality and friendliness.

The unique blend of cultures bearing the traces of many civilizations that inhabited these lands, which have been the crossroads for many peoples, cultures and religions since the dawn of human history, creates differences in Turkey’s gastronomy, all arts that require creativity, nightlife and daily living.

Thanks to its geography with diverse climates, Turkey goes through all four seasons at once in the same day. In addition to beach and sun holidays along the coasts that are surrounded with three different seas on three sides, you can enjoy many water sports. It is possible to plan for winter sports holidays on the mountains in the East and inner regions, retreats that focus on wellness and health in the woodlands, peaceful nature holidays on the one of a kind highlands in the north, and history and gastronomy-oriented weekend getaways in the southeast region.

And the capital of empires, the ancient city that does not fit in one continent and spans over both Asia and Europe, Istanbul. Merging the past and the present, Istanbul is the center of art, shopping and nightlife. Thanks to its rich history and precious centuries-old artifacts that bear the traces of different beliefs.

The unique Turkish geography consisting of 7 main regions including the land of Mesopotamia is a must visit destination for its climates that are unique to each region, one of a kind cuisine, different cultures, colorful culture and artifacts that have witnessed the history of the world.

Web site: www.goturkey.com
Instagram: goturkey
Twitter: goturkey
Facebook: goturkey
Connecting the continents of Asia and Europe, Istanbul was the capital of Roman, Byzantium and Ottoman Empires, making it one of the most precious cities in the entire world. It’s a metropolis where anyone who desires to have new experiences, can find what they are looking for with its deep history, unique nature, rich gastronomy, artisan shopping opportunities, fashion workshops of modern designers, cosmopolitan city life and vibrant world of entertainment.
Must Do’s

- Take the old town tour
- Visit Princes’ Islands
- Enjoy Bosphorus ferry trip
- Get to know galleries and museums
- Shop in the old bazaars and artists’ studios
- Enjoy fine dining
- Eat fish by the Bosphorus
- Visit a hamam
İstanbul’s historical attractions that were added to UNESCO Heritage List in 1985 includes four locations: Sultanahmet Archaeological Park, Süleymaniye Mosque and the Protection Zone including its surrounding area, Zeyrek Mosque and the Protection Zone including its surrounding area and the Istanbul Land Wall Protection Zone. It is possible to venture between the pages of history by visiting the Hagia Sophia Museum, Sultan Ahmet Mosque (Blue Mosque), Archaeological Museums and Basilica Cistern in Sultanahmet.
Magnificent Istanbul connects not only Europe and Asia but the traditions and modernity with harmony. Modern Turkish cuisine has reached perfection with the efforts of hundreds of professional chefs, who specialize in dishes from many cultures that existed throughout history. And now, those dishes became indispensable for the gourmet tables after being reinvented in the hands of young chefs. With unique gourmet experiences provided by restaurants making the lists of world’s best, Istanbul is a city of gastronomy that offers the most delicious samples from both Ottoman Court dishes and the cultures that came and went for centuries, as well as every region of Turkey.

FINE DINING AND GASTRONOMY

Çırağan Palace, Istanbul

İstanbul has modern museums exhibiting artworks by leading artists around the world in addition to Turkish artists. The galleries of the city are often regarded as a gateway between Western and Eastern cultures.

İstanbul Museum of Modern Art, SALT Beyoğlu and Pera Museum make an impression not only with their exhibitions but with their eye-catching structures. Sakıp Sabancı Museum (SSM) along the shores of the Bosphorus is the first stop to many global exhibitions that come to Turkey from Picasso to Ai Weiwei. The Museum of Innocence in Çukurcuma with the same name as Nobel Laureate Orhan Pamuk’s novel, refreshes the beliefs in the power of the story.

ARTS & CULTURE

İSTANBUL
Thanks to the creative talents and the visionary entrepreneurs, Anatolia’s multicultural crafts’ background has turned into global brands today. Nişantaşı and Bağdat Avenue, where global brands and their equally ambitious local counterparts are located side by side, are waiting for fashion lovers with an unlimited selection of shopping options.

Nişantaşı, İstanbul

One of the most vibrant cities in terms of nightlife, İstanbul offers different opportunities to nightlife enthusiasts 24/7. With all kinds of events ranging from night clubs to festivals, from concerts to parties, from live music bars to street and park parties, İstanbul never sleeps.
One of the largest metropoles in the world, İstanbul also enchants visitors with its unique nature. In addition to its famed Bosphorus, the lungs of the city, Belgrade Forest is another stop for a fresh breath, while Kilyos coast hosts those who want to enjoy the beach during summer. Destinations such as Princes’ Islands, Şile and Ağva offer escapes away from the city life in the city itself.
Lying between the Black Sea, Marmara Sea and Aegean Sea, the Marmara Region witnessed the most significant periods in the human history due to its geographic location. It is one of the regions that must be discovered for its unique nature, rich culture and every important touristic attractions.

The Marmara region is the home of many historical events such as the First Council of Nicaea which is of great significance to the history of Christianity, the Trojan War that was the subject of Homer’s Iliad, and three Ottoman capitals with rich history and culture: Bursa, Edirne and İstanbul. It also includes the trenches and monuments of the Battle of Gallipoli within its borders.

With a coastline that borders 3 different seas, Marmara region offers unlimited alternatives for sea holidays and it is the right address for great discoveries.
**Must Do’s**

- Watch the sunset in Bozcaada
- Visit Çanakkale Martyrs’ Memorial and the Troy Museum
- Taste the pan-seared liver in Edirne
- Visit Edirne’s Selimiye Mosque
- Watch the grape harvest festivities
- Go skiing in Mount Uludağ
- Eat İskender Kebap in Bursa

**Historical Places**

Furthest to the west of the region, Edirne is home to the masterpiece of Sinan the Royal Architect, the Selimiye Mosque, which is one of the most beautiful mosques in Turkey in terms of its aesthetics and it is also inscribed on UNESCO’s World Heritage list. The first capital city of the Ottomans, Bursa has many monuments that still stand witness to history, such as the Ulu Mosque, Yeşil (Green) Mosque and its Shrine and Muradiye Kulliyah. A neighbouring town to the city of Bursa, İznik is a very special point of interest that hosted the Council of Nicaea, which was convened in 325 AD. At the region’s southeastern corner, Çanakkale and the Dardanelles carry the traces of the battles that changed the course of history to the present day.

**Arts & Culture**

When it comes to Arts & Culture in the Marmara Region, the first place that comes to mind after Istanbul is Bozcaada. With the annual Bozcaada Jazz Festival and Classical Music Festival, Bozcaada is one of the leading centres on this area, not only in Marmara but in the entire country. Other highlights of the region include the Thrace Festival and Thrace-Erikli Music Festival which are held in Edirne. Another focal point of the region, Bursa hosts the Masterpiece Workshop, where many painting and sculpting workshops are held throughout summer.
Edirne is known for its pan-seared liver, and its neighboring city Tekirdağ is known for its meatballs and its world-famous Turkish raki and local wines. İzmit’s fish and Adapazarı’s famed meatballs are among the must-taste flavors of the region. Visitors to Bursa, which is one of the largest cities in the Marmara region, must experience the renowned İskender kebab and candied chestnuts.

Moving toward the east from İstanbul, Kocaeli and Sakarya offer many other tastes to their visitors, from winter sports to nature sports. Overarching Bursa’s silhouette, Mount Uludağ is among the most significant locations in Turkey for winter sports during winter and hiking during summer. The cities in the Marmara Region host many sporting events thanks to the convenient nature of the region.

GASTRONOMY

Southern Marmara’s bird paradise Lake Manyas and its basin are located within the borders of Balıkesir and this is one of the top natural sights worth exploring. Extending between Çanakkale and Balıkesir, the southern side of the Mount Ida Range is designated as a national park featuring a large diversity of plant species. One of the most interesting natural sights in the region, Kocaçay Delta in Bursa is home to rare plant species and includes swamps, reed beds and grasslands harboring 45 thousand different water birds. İğneada Floodplain Forests are located in Kırklareli and they feature lakes, sand dunes and woods.

MUST DO’S

MARMARA REGION

SPORTS

NATURE
Located along the southern coastline of Turkey, the Mediterranean region, where green and blue meet and pine scent is mixed with the iodine smell from the sea, offers everything that can be looked for in a vacation with its turquoise waters, long beaches, unique nature, historic roads, ancient cities and rich gastronomy. Merging cultures and religions in harmony, UNESCO gastronomy city Antakya is also located in the Mediterranean region.
• Swim with caretta caretta
• Trek along Lycian Way
• Enjoy the blue voyages
• Take glam camping
• Visit the rose gardens
• Go for scuba diving
• Visit Olympos
• Savour Belen tava in Antakya

Must Do’s

Kaputaş Beach, Antalya

The effect of the Mediterranean’s warm climate and sea is also reflected on the people living in the region. In April, when the streets are full of the scent of orange flowers, it is possible to welcome the spring with locals by participating in the Orange Flower Carnival held in Adana, one of the most important cities in the region. Hosting many international events such as the Sabancı Theatre Festival, International Adana Golden Boll Film Festival and Antalya Golden Orange Film Festival, the region hosts major artists around the world. Particularly the performances in the ancient Aspendos Theatre dazzle the crowds. The Mediterranean also makes an impression on its visitors with its vibrant nightlife in the vacation spots, especially during summer season.

ARTS & CULTURE

HISTORICAL PLACES

Home to many civilizations throughout history, the Mediterranean region is a real haven for those, who are interested in history and culture tourism, in addition to those interested in the sea, sand and sun. In the region that bears traces of the past, there are tons of archeological sites to visit throughout the region starting with the Knidos Open-Air Museum located on the border of the Aegean and Mediterranean and dating back to 13th century BC. Some of these locations include Termessos in Antalya, where hundreds of sarcophagi blend in nature, the historic city centre Kaleiçi. Aspendos Theatre that is still in use today and Sagalassos Ancient City, among others. The Church of St. Nicholas, also known as the Church of Santa Claus, is located in Demre, which housed the ancient Lycian cities of Myra and Soura dating back to 5th century BC. Located on the western end of the Antalya Bay, Olympos is another important ancient city. Located on the eastern end of the Mediterranean Region, a crossing point between religions and cultures, Antakya is home to the first church in the world, the Cave Church of Saint Peter.
With both healthy and delicious recipes, the Mediterranean cuisine is a paradise for foodies who enjoy vegetables, fruits, seafood, grains and dishes cooked with olive oil. In the Mediterranean region, which includes cities such as Hatay, which was selected as a city of gastronomy by UNESCO and Adana, which was nominated to become a city of gastronomy, it is possible to create gastronomic routes that could keep foodies busy for days. The first place that comes to mind when it comes to ice cream in Turkey, Kahramanmaraş is located on the east end of the region. And 200 recipes among more than 400 in the cuisine of Antakya, a district of Hatay, are unique.

Habiting flavors arising from the blend of surrounding cultures for centuries, Antakya cuisine revived nearly 40 forgotten recipes. Another food that is unique to the city is the tarhana chips.

Starting from Fethiye and ending in Antalya, the Lycian Way offers the opportunity to hike along the region for about 510 kilometers while enjoying incredible views of the land and sea. Hikers are accompanied by numerous miracles of nature including the Butterfly Valley, Kabak Cove, Kalkan, Kas, Kekova, Demre, Finike, Adrasan Cove, Çıralı Beach and Mount Olympos along the Lycian Way. It is also possible to visit many ancient cities along the way including Selçura, Pisdura, Phellos, Themussa, Lexicon, Xanthus, Patara, Antiphellos, Apollonia, Limyra, Simena, Myra, Limrya, Gogas, Olympos, Surb, Belis and Phaselis.

Located at the end of the Lycian Way, Fethiye’s uniquely beautiful Ölüdeniz and Mount Babadağ right next to it host many adrenaline junkies for paragliding between April and October. Turkey’s southern coastline allows the opportunity to surf year-round for the surfing and windsurfing aficionados, thanks to the abundantly windy shores.

Home of the world’s most luxurious golf resorts, the quality of Antalya’s Belek region is recognized by international platforms that specialize on this subject. Belek was awarded the “Best Golfing Area of the Year” award in Europe in 2008 and it hosts golf lovers with 27 golf courses that are set up in the incredible landscape of the Mediterranean.
The Mediterranean is certainly at the top when it comes to mother nature’s generosity with lush forests, blue, watery lakes, highlands and brilliant waters. From Isparta’s fragrant lavender gardens to the country’s Lake District, from the lush forests on the Toros Mountain Range to the highlands in Kahramanmaraş; the Mediterranean is expecting its visitors to enjoy its amazing nature.

Datça’s magnificent Palamutbükü, Marmaris Selimiye and Bozburun towns and one of the most scenic addresses for blue voyage, Göcek all enchant their visitors with islands of all sizes and coves. An old fishing village, Kalkan is among the favorite places to visit due to its unique nature. Located nearby, the Kaş district is home to the Patara Beach, which is the 2nd longest beach in Turkey and one of the most important breeding grounds for loggerhead sea turtles, and the Kaputaş Beach, which comes out of nowhere like a miracle between rocky cliffs.
Located on the west side of the fertile Anatolian lands where the Asian continent extends toward Europe, the Aegean region bears traces of a unique history thanks to the civilizations it hosted for thousands of years, and displays the gifts of nature with each and every hue of blue and green generously. This amazing geography, known for its centuries-old olive trees that have witnessed the history and olive oil, manages to make everyone fall in love with it; write songs and poems for it thanks to its sun, waters, history and culture available at every inch of the way.
Must Do’s

• Camp at Mount Ida Range
• Try the Aegean appetizers
• Go to Grape Harvest festivities
• Visit the Butterfly Valley
• Visit the UNESCO World Heritage Site: “Ephesus Ancient City”
• Drink wines of famous wine village “Şirince”
• Refresh in Manisa’s healing waters
• Eat boyoz and kumru in İzmir
With its ancient cities, castles, churches and many more monuments that have withstood the challenge of centuries, the Aegean Region proves that it was a cradle of civilization at every step. Home to historic structures such as the Taksiyarhis Church and Leka Panaya Monastery, Ayvalık and Cunda Island attract visitors due to its unique architecture from the 19th century. Watching the sunset against the harsh winds of the Aegean during summer is a whole different experience in the ancient city of “Assos”, also known as Behramkale, which bears the traces of different civilizations with monuments such as the Temple of Athena and Acropolis of Assos. Moving toward the south, one of the most important travel routes of Turkey awaits its visitors. Among the most important centers for culture, arts and civilization, the Ancient City of Ephesus, which is protected as a UNESCO “World Heritage” Site, is home to the site of Temple of Artemis, which was one of the seven wonders of the ancient world.

From Bodrum Music Festival to Zeytinli Rock Festival, Aegean Region hosts activities that cater to all kinds of taste in music. Particularly outdoor concerts are essential for summer nights. The venues in every vacation town in the Aegean Region welcome its visitors offering different music and activities that would suit to every taste. The vibrant nightlife makes Aegean Region unforgettable. Cittaslow Seferihisar offering a calm life, Urla hosting the International Artichoke Festival and live summer concerts, and Çeşme with its mesmerizing nightlife are among the important centers of the region.

With large variety of olives, freshest herbs, fragrant dishes cooked with olive oil and sea-scented flavors, the Aegean cuisine is highly ambitious to take its place in the world of gastronomy. The herbs that grow by themselves at almost every part of the Aegean region are so famous that many residential areas such as Urla and Alaçatı hold their own unique herb festivals. The calamari meatballs, grilled octopus’ arms, stuffed squash blossoms, mastic ice cream, sea beans, fava, herb-filled pastries, artichokes, stuffed chard leaves, and stuffed vine leaves prepared with olive oil are on the top of the list of flavors you must taste. The region is famous for its grapes and wines, grape molasses, grape juice and grape jams bringing joy to palates with their aromas unique to the region. Carrying the century-old traditions to the present day with its wine and fig production since the 19th century, Şirince Village is the meeting point of the gastronomy world with annual grape harvest events and remains among the top wine routes in Turkey.
The region, which hosted many marathons over the past few years, is also one of the most important destinations for water sports thanks to its pristine waters. Alaçatı, the first destination that comes to mind when it comes to surfing is also located in this region. An important center for windsurfing due to its shores with abundant strong winds, Alaçatı hosts many international windsurfing competitions. Sailing is locations such as Bodrum, Akyarlar, Çeşme and Ilica is ideal to enjoy the turquoise waters. The route extending from Halicarnassos to Knidos, in other words the cycling route starting from Bodrum and ending in Datça passes through the Gökova Bay from end to end, and it is a unique experience to discover the Aegean Region.

While the Şahinderesi Canyon hosts visitors that enjoy rock climbing, the Tozlu Plateau hosts nature aficionados, who want to camp out and make new discoveries with mountain bikes, and the Ayı Creek awaits the nature sports lovers and trekkers.
With its unique nature and warm climate, the Black Sea region is an ideal travel destination for those who want to enjoy unlimited hues of green. The passageways and canyons that carry the passengers to the fruit gardens, highlands and prairies spreading along the skirts of mountains from meandering roads create breathtaking views in the Black Sea Region of Turkey. Producing vast amounts of hazelnuts, corn and tea, which is an integral part of Turkish hospitality, the Black Sea Region is ideal for planning alternative vacations to experience daily life in the region among the locals.
Must Do's

- Be part of the harvest of local products
- Drink Turkish tea
- Take a trip to the highlands
- Have breakfast above the clouds
- Go rafting
- Eat mahlama, anchovy and sütlaç
- Climb to the Sumela Monastery
- Enjoy trekking at Cehennem Creek Canyon
- Watch the drifting clouds at Gito Plateau
The Black Sea’s highland festivals are an unparalleled opportunity for those who want to get familiar with the culture there. Local festivals with different themes that are held at almost every highland of the Black Sea, such as the Snow Man Festival in winter, the Sütlaç (rice pudding) Festival during summer and the Bread Festival, give visitors an opportunity to witness the daily lives of the locals, get acquainted with the Black Sea music and learn the original Black Sea folklore dance called horon.
GASTRONOMY

Sumptuous meals with unique flavors to the region await those who follow the nature's call and visit the Black Sea region. Beginning the day with a breakfast with local and organic flavors set against an amazing view, tasting the eternal specialty of the Black Sea cuisine, white beans at Çayeli restaurants, trying the anchovy unique to the Black Sea and tasting the comforting Hamsiköy rice pudding in Trabzon are among the essentials of a Black Sea journey.

NATURE

Mesmerizing everyone with its nature, the Black Sea is waiting to be discovered with its highlands above the clouds, lakes surrounded with trees, majestic valleys and waterfalls. Taking a route in Turkey's Black Sea region may take weeks thanks to the must-visit natural attractions dotting the region: Lake Uzungöl, Çal Cave, Lake Karagöl, Pokut Highlands, Ayder Highlands and Mount Sis are only a few of the places to be explored in the region.

SPORTS

Promising peace with each and every hue of green, the Black Sea also has something to offer to the adrenaline junkies with its nature sports. The Black Sea region offers many unique alternatives for many nature sports. The sports lovers can climb the Kaçkar Mountain Range or go heli-skiing, do rafting in the Fırtına Creek, go for a canoe ride in Karagöl or a zip line adventure in Rize.
The Central Anatolia region, the heart of Turkey, is home to the capital of the modern Turkey, Ankara as well as the UNESCO World Heritage Site, world famous Cappadocia. It is a destination that should not be missed by those who want to get to know Turkey better. The region is decorated with many cultural and historic monuments that bear the traces of centuries in its cities spread on vast steppes. With a 5000-year history, Ankara is the largest city in the region and the capital of the modern Turkey since 1923.

The region housed many civilizations, such as the Hittites, Phrygians, Lydians, Persians, Macedon, Eastern Romans, Seljuks and Ottomans. Another highlight that makes the region so special is that it is a centre of medical tourism with the thermal springs in Eskişehir, Ankara, Konya, Niğde, Kayseri, the spa and lounges established in their vicinities.
• Visit the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara
• Visit Anıtkabir and Atatürk Museum
• See the Historic Odunpazarı Houses in Eskişehir
• Witness the miracle of nature in Eskişehir Meerschaum Museum
• Take a hot-air balloon ride in Cappadocia
• Visit Rumi in Konya
• Taste pastrami in Kayseri
• Visit the kangal kennels in Sivas

**Must Do’s**

**Cappadocia, Nevşehir**
The important touristic attractions of the region include Cappadocia, home of the world-famous fairy chimneys as well as the Ihlara Valley, Derinkuyu underground cities, Glimene National Park, Seljuk monuments in Konya, Konya Archaeological Museum, Rumi’s Tomb, Ahi Evran University’s Kervansarai and many more. The Kurşunlu Mosque, its Kulliyah in Eskişehir and the Behramşah Castle in Yozgat are among the important historic monuments of the region. Also, the Gök Madrasa, Ulu Mosque, Ciftte Minareli Madrasa, Buluşına Madrasa in Sivas are well worth visiting.

**HISTORICAL PLACES**

**ARTS & CULTURE**

Spearheaded by the vibrant cultural and artistic life of the capital Ankara, the Central Anatolia region hosts many culture and art events. In addition to the year-round plays and concerts, numerous gallery exhibitions that display artworks by both Turkish and international artists, brighten up Ankara’s art world. A college city, Eskişehir hosts many events bolstered by the dynamism brought by young people, while the processing of meerschaum mineral that is unique to the region is a special form of craftsmanship. Many artworks are on display at the Meerschaum Museum and Museum of Modern Glass Arts. In addition to art events such as the International Rumi Commemoration Day held in Konya, Ankara Music and Film Festivals, Eskişehir International Film Festival, many local events including the Pastırma Festival in Kayseri, Erciyes Winter Tourism Festival, Nasreddin Hodja Birth Festival held in Sivas, Eskişehir and Yozgat are now the meeting points for culture and art lovers all year.
Every province in the Central Anatolia region offers its own unique flavors. Eskişehir’s chebureki and the sorpa soup prepared with lamb meat, Konya’s traditional etli ekmek (bread with minced meat), sacara and fırın kebab, Sivas’ famed mantı, pide and katmer, Kayseri’s dumplings and pastırma are dishes that must be tasted while visiting the Central Anatolia Region.

In addition to its unique dish the Ankara tava, the capital offers a gastronomy mosaic of Turkey with many restaurants serving exquisite samples from local and world cuisines.

Due to its harsh climate during winter months, the Central Anatolia region hosts many skiers in the skiing facilities in Erciyes, Kartalkaya, İlgaz and Elmalı. The capital, Ankara assumes an important role in the region with advanced sports facilities that hosts many national and international tournaments. One of the most interesting natural examples in the Central Anatolia region, the Lake Tuz offers its visitors to have the surreal experience to walk on the water and witness a vast expanse of white plains right out of a movie set. Mogan, Akşehir, Eymir and İlgın Lakes and Sarıyar and Gökçekaya Resevoirs are among the favorites of hikers with their unique natural beauty.

Welcoming their visitors with thousands of hues of green in spring and orange in fall, the national parks of the Central Anatolia region offer mesmerizing views. Aladaglar Mountain Range, Yozgat Pine Forest and Lake Baysak: National Parks are standing out with their natural beauties. In addition to these, the Göreme Historic National Park enables visitors to discover history as well as nature, and it is particularly preferred by visitors, who are interested in archaeological sites. The Central Anatolia region also offers many options for thermal vacations. The healing waters of the region have been healing the inhabitants of the region for centuries. The districts of Kızılcahamam, Haymana, Ayas and Baysaklar, located near Ankara, are the major centers for thermal tourism in the region.
Spanning from the northeastern corner of Turkey to its southeastern corner, the Eastern Anatolia Region is impressive with its cities that bear the traces of many civilizations throughout history, vast mountain ranges, valleys, lakes and canyons. It is highly interesting for its unique gastronomy and culture shaped by the harsh climate and fauna.
• Visit Lake Van
• Ski at Sarıkamış
• Walk on frozen Çıldır Lake in winter
• Enjoy breakfast in Van
• Eat cheese in Kars
• Visit Ani Ruins in Kars
• Visit İshak Pasha Palace in Ağrı

The Eastern Anatolia Region is home to many historic monuments such as the Ani Archeological Site in Kars, Harput Castle that was built by the Urartian with a rectangular layout in Elazığ, Kınanah Castle in Erzincan, Yakutiye Madrasa in Erzurum, İshak Pasha Palace and Tomb of Sheikh Ahmed-i Hani in Ağrı and Akdamar Church on the Akdamar Island in Lake Van. The world’s largest Turkish-Islamic graveyard is also located in the gateway of Turks to Anatolia, Bitlis Ahlat.
Home of the Van cat that is famed for its mismatched colored eyes, Van is a college city and hosts many culture and art events in the region just like Erzurum, another college city in the region. The Bölüşte Village in Kars, the land of cheese, is home to the first and only Cheese Museum of Turkey. Events such as the Yüzenada Festival that is held in Bingöl every August, Tatvan Eastern Anatolia Fair Culture and Arts Festival that is held in Bitlis every July, Sorkamy Snow Festival, April 15 Ağrı Festivities, Ardahan Horse Festival, Muğul Festival, Ardahan and Malazgirt Culture Festivities bring dynamism to the region.

Almost each province has its own cuisine in the region that is rich and unique in terms of gastronomy. Van stands out with its herby cheese enriching the city’s highly rich and delicious breakfast. The pearl mullet caught in Lake Van is among the unique flavors that must be experienced. Kars is famous for its gray dancer and khor cheese. Bitlis style biryani kebab, Erzurum çiy kebab, Ardahan’s sazialı kebab and dil kebab are unique to the region, leaving the visitors’ palates with unforgettable flavors.

The Eastern Anatolia region has the most snowfall in Turkey during winter months and therefore has facilities ideal for skiing. Thanks to the longer than usual winter season, it is among the amazing regions for skiing with facilities such as Kars Sorkamy Ski Center, Erzurum Poladlıban Ski Center, Bingöl Yolçaştı Ski Center, Bitlis Merkez Ski Center, Elazığ Sivrice Hazarbaba Ski Center, Erzincan Bolkar Ski Center and Ağrı Mount Bubi Ski Center. Also, the Çoruh River and Barhal Stream in Artvin are among the top 10 spots for rafting in Turkey. The tallest mountain in Turkey, Mount Ağrı is one of the favorite spots for mountain climbing.

The region is home to many natural wonders. The famed Mount Ağrı, the 2nd largest crater lake in the world, and the largest crater lake in Turkey, Nemrut Crater Lake in Bitlis, Lake Çıldır that freezes in winter, Bingöl Floating Islands, Tortum and Grivel Waterfalls, Murur Valley National Park, Sorkamy Ahitshhet Mountain Range and Mount Ağrı National Park are only a few of the natural attractions in the region.
The Southeastern Anatolia Region of Turkey takes its visitors to an almost mystical landscape with the historic monuments left behind by tens of civilizations at every corner of these ancient lands and its culture and gastronomy that was carried to present day by the peoples inhabited these lands for centuries. Cradle of handicrafts: Mardin with its stone houses that are one of a kind in the world; home to one of the largest mosaic museums in the world, Zeugma Mosaic Museum, Gaziantep; and the city of Prophets, Şanlıurfa, where one of the greatest archaeological discoveries of the century that has changed the understanding of human history, Göbeklitepe are among the important focal points of the region.
Must Do’s

• Visit Göbeklitepe, the Zero Point in Time
• Drink Menengiç coffee at Gümrük Caravanserai
• Visit the Zeugma Ancient City and Museum
• Climb the stairs to the Hasankeyf Castle
• Watch the sunrise on Mount Nemrut
• Visit the Deyrulzafaran Monastery in Mardin
• Discover Cittaslow Halfeti
Home to Göbeklitepe and assumed to be established by Seleucus I Nicator circa 300 BC, Şanlıurfa bears the traces of all civilizations that were dominant on this region throughout history. Visitors to the city have the opportunity to visit the protected ancient city in Haran, Bakkığıli, Cave of the Patriarchs, Historic Grand Bazaar, Fırfırlı Mosque, Mosaic Museum and the Urfa Archeological Museum, where the largest Neolithic artefact is on display. In Gaziantep, in addition to Zeugma Mosaic Museum, Şahinbey Museum of National Struggle, where visitors can learn about the legendary struggle that gave the city its current name, Rumkale Castle, Historic Gümrük Caravanserai, Turkish Bath Museum and Karkamış Ancient City are among the must-see locations. With its distinctive architecture and unique stone houses, Mardin is an ancient city that gives the sense of living in another time and place. Mardin keeps its unique culture born out of different religious beliefs, traditions and customs since antiquity. Deyrulzafaran Monastery, Dara Mesopotamia Ruins, Kırklar Church, Mardin Ulu Mosque are among places that should not be missed.

Balıklıgöl, Şanlıurfa
Visitors staying at local hotels of Şanlıurfa can enjoy the Sıra Night that represents the local entertainment style unique to the area. A distinct location with wood cladded shops and stone cobbled streets, Gaziantep’s Bakırcılar Çarşısı (Coppersmiths’ Market) is a must-visit to see the exquisite examples of various handicrafts. In Mardin, the centuries-old diversity of cultures has made the city a cradle of handicrafts. Many forms of handicrafts are still sustained in Mardin; for instance, the art of telkari, in which thin wires of silver or gold are fused to form decorative objects or jewelry, is an age-old tradition that adds another dimension to silver and gold working and does not exist anywhere in the world.

The original cuisine of the region offers an unforgettable experience for the visitors. Urfa kebab, liver kebab, raw meatballs, iskembe, pita rolls and bostana salad and knafeh as a dessert are the flavors that must be tasted in Şanlıurfa. Many special foods await the visitors in Gaziantep, whose cuisine is placed on the list of UNESCO’s Cities of Gastronomy. What makes the Gaziantep cuisine enjoying more than 400 different dishes so special is the variety of ingredients used. For instance, Gaziantep cuisine uses seven kinds of sour flavors while traditional cuisines use one or two.

Gastronomy
The Munzur River in Tunceli mesmerizes the visitors with its unique nature and it is one of the top 10 rivers for rafting in Turkey. Munzur River is within the borders of the Munzur Valley National Park and promises its visitors an exciting adventure with a challenging 20-kilometer long track. Şanlıurfa’s Siverek district is home to the Karacadağ Ski Center where skiers are hosted every year.

Mount Nemrut National Park in Adıyaman is one of the world-famous destinations in the region. It offers one of the best places around the globe to capture a stunning sunrise. Birecik is another important spot in the region where the northern bald ibis, a bird species rarely seen anywhere else in the world, continue to live under protection there. Another course that should not be missed by the visitors is the Hızır Valley. Located on top of Amanos Mountain Range within the borders of Gaziantep province, Hızır Valley promises an unforgettable experience to the visitors with colorful flowers, mountain tulips and captivating views.
Up and Rising Trends in Turkey
Turkey’s Southeastern Anatolian region, whose ancient earth is scattered with the traces of dozens of civilisations, has magnificent historical remains that have withstood the test of time. It still holds the memories of the people who inhabited the area over the centuries. Beyond any doubt, the most outstanding of these remains is Göbeklitepe. It dates back to 12 thousand years ago. The ‘Zero Point in Time’, Göbeklitepe whisks its visitors away to a world of mystery and is one of the most remarkable discoveries that has changed our understanding of human history.
The Eastern Express in Turkey starts its journey in Ankara and ends it in Kars. It takes more than 24 hours to complete this journey. It is true that getting there by plane is much shorter, but those on-board pick the Eastern Express to enjoy a nostalgic journey adorned by breathtaking views.

Turkey is one of the countries where wine has long been produced. It is probably one of the first to have started making wine. There are 600 to 1200 grape varieties unique to Turkey. The leading vineyard regions in the country are the coastline of the Marmara Sea, Cappadocia in Central Anatolia, Aegean Region and eastern provinces like Elazığ and Diyarbakır.
Turkey blends its striking natural sceneries with the historical values of the Antiquity and invites those seeking adventure every season. A peninsula surrounded by waters on three sides, Turkey offers sports and healthy activities suitable for anyone.

**SPORTS**

Windy shores and short, frequent waves provide a perfect setting for surfing, windsurfing, and kite surfing throughout the year. Surfing centres are located in various locations, from the easternmost shores of the Black Sea to the seas of the Marmara, the Aegean and the Mediterranean, offering variety to surfing enthusiasts at every level of proficiency. The most prominent of these destinations are Alaçatı, Datça, and Akyarlar where surfers can enjoy crystal clear seas.

**KITE-WIND SURFING**

Alaçatı, İzmir

**SCUBA-DIVING**

Turkey’s 8,000 kilometer coastline and its perfect Mediterranean climate combined with great visibility under water and fascinating historic wrecks addresses the country as one of the great destinations for divers. Turkey hosts some of the best free diving centers in the world, and this magnificent undersea world is complemented by the enchanting turquoise seascapes and green shorelines. Diving conditions are excellent throughout the diving season from April to November with visibility up to 30m and with water temperatures ranging between 18ºC and 24ºC.

**CYCLING**

Turkey has fantastic cycling routes around the country that offer amazing views of Turkey’s coasts and sightseeing of ancient cities and ruins. Best routes are; Cappadocia, Princes’ Islands - İstanbul, Kapıdağ Peninsula in Marmara Region, Bozburun Peninsula – Marmaris in Aegean Region, Fethiye Peninsula and Lycian Coast in Mediterranean Region.

**UP & RISING TRENDS IN TURKEY**

Kaş, Antalya Ovacık, Antalya
İstanbul is a mega city inhabited by more than 14 million people and embodies the entire country where no neighborhoods are the same due to the diversity of cultural backgrounds and beliefs held by the inhabitants. With modern neighborhoods filled with boutique art galleries, restaurants and bars, İstanbul is where you will definitely enjoy getting lost between historical and contemporary venues.

ISTANBUL REGENERATED NEIGHBOURHOODS: BALAT, GOLDENHORN, YELDEĞİRMENİ

The same situation applies to the coffee culture. A cup of coffee will be remembered for 40 years; however, new generation coffee shops did not wait that long to take their place in the street culture. These third wave coffee shops spread quickly by offering blends of different coffee beans from all around the world to coffee lovers. It is possible to taste these new generation coffees mainly in Karaköy, Moda, Balat and Şişhane in Istanbul, as well as in many other cities all around the country.
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Turkey has more than 1000 thermal springs and more than 260 thermal facilities and is at the highest level in terms of using thermal resources. You can receive thermal treatments approximately for 300 days per year in Turkey.
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Like everything in the world, the meyhane culture that has been maintained in Anatolia for centuries is changing and evolving; the best example of this is the "New Generation" meyahene that are popping out at many neighborhoods in Istanbul. To adapt to this generation, the new meyhanes play more modern music, offer mezes that are influenced by many different cuisines that cater to every age group and they are quickly becoming the new symbols of the city.
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CALENDAR OF MAJOR EVENTS

• Jazz Festival – July, Istanbul
• Contemporary İstanbul – September, Istanbul
• Sinop Biennial – August, Sinop
• Coffee Festival – September, Istanbul / September, Ankara
• Fashion Week – March – October, Istanbul
• İstanbul Movie Festival – April, Istanbul
• International Golden Orange Film Festival – September/October, Antalya
• İstanbul Music Festival – June, İstanbul
• Bozcaada Jazz Festival – July, Bozcaada
• Zeytinli Rock Fest – August/September, Edremit
• Urla Fresh Herb Festival – March, İzmir
• İzmir International Fair – September, İzmir
• International Golden Boll Film Festival – September, Adana
• Orange Blossom Carnival – April, Adana
WEATHER
Surrounded by high mountains and open seas, Turkey is a cornucopia of natural wonders. Apart from that, Turkey is noted for its climatic diversity ranging from the Mediterranean to oceanic and continental climates.

TAX
The generally applied Value Added Tax (VAT) rates are set at 1%, 8%, and 18%. Commercial, industrial, agricultural, and independent professional goods and services, goods and services imported into the country, and deliveries of goods and services as a result of other activities are all subject to VAT.

SHOPPING, BARGAINING, TIPPING
It is typical to tip the servants up to 20 percent of the bill to receive good service in generic restaurants. Tipping is always the choice of the customer. And bargaining is a tradition in Turkey as it is in many countries.

TIME ZONES
Time in Turkey follows UTC + 03:00 all year. This time zone is also called Local Turkish Time (TRT) or According to Local Time in Turkey (TSI). The time is in the same time zone with Eastern European Time, Arabic Standard Time and Time Zone in Moscow.

CURRENCY
The currency of Turkey is Turkish Lira (₺). There are 200 ₺, 100 ₺, 50 ₺, 20 ₺, 10 ₺ and 5 ₺ bills. Coins are available for the amounts of 1 ₺, 0.5 ₺, 0.25 ₺, 0.10 ₺, 0.05 ₺, and 0.01 ₺.

Exchange offices are available at international airports, hotels and central areas of the cities.
Located in the Mediterranean and connecting Asia and Europe continents that are separated by the famous Bosphorus, Turkey is a unique destination for international tourists. The country that has always been a hub for cultural interaction and home to varying climates inspires the visitors today with its history, nature and gastronomy that reflect the diversity of civilizations for centuries. Located at the crossroads of cultures, Turkey has a distinct understanding of art & fashion which is the synthesis of tradition and modernity, and its extremely dynamic shopping & entertainment life also attracts the visitors from all over the world.
One of the most frequently asked questions about Turkey is - What continent is Turkey in? In Istanbul, people will proudly answer "Both!". In no other place in Turkey, the distinction is clear as it is in Istanbul, where the city spans on both continents. The Bosphorus divides the city of Istanbul into European and Asian sides.
The Lycian Way, one of the most picturesque trekking routes in the world, invites aficionados of history and adventure to explore nature in all its magnificence as it reawakens in the spring. So, rejuvenate yourself and relish the ancient history!

Sightseeing is an art, and the best and most efficient way to do it is by walking. The Lycian Way, with its landscapes, nature, and ancient past, is one of the best places on Earth to put it into practice. This unique route, which covers nearly 330 miles (535 km), offers adventure, stunning scenery, and the opportunity to explore ancient heritage.

2. LYCIAN WAY

3. BEACHES

Turkey, with 7,200 km of coastline, has increased its blue flag beaches every year. There are 463 blue-flag beaches surrounded by tourist facilities while another 150 are public.

4. GULET CRUISING

Turkey is ideal for a gulet cruise. These boats are constructed with Turkish Riviera in mind, and they are designed primarily for fun and luxury before everything else. Therefore, they provide a perfect option for summer vacations. Surrounded by waters on three sides, Turkey has become a center for enjoyable and active living with gulet cruise options.
5. GALLIPOLI PENINSULA
Gallipoli (historically Callipolis), its harbor and town are located on a narrow peninsula on the Marmara Sea end of the Dardanelles.

6. STREET FOODS
As defined by the Oxford Dictionary as "a type of bread often coated with molasses and covered in sesame seeds, originating in Turkey," simit is far beyond a simple pastry that can be eaten in any meal across the country. With tea, it is probably the most modest breakfast among Turks. Stuffed mussels "Midye Dolma" in Turkish is one of the most favorite street and beach food in Marmara, Aegean and Mediterranean Regions. Turks have a habit of getting as many as they can and even bet among each other to see who can eat the more.

7. SUNSET/SUNRISE ON MOUNT NEMRUT
One of the most important rituals when visiting Mount Nemrut is to enjoy the sunrise and sunset from the summit. King Antiochus erected giant statues of gods on the eastern and western terraces to show the respect of the ancestors for the western and eastern civilizations and inscribed their names both in Persian and Greek languages. The visitors get to enjoy watching the sunrise and sunset with these statues that have witnessed history for two thousand years.

8. LEGENDS OF MYTHOLOGY
As the birthplace of countless civilizations, Turkey is the homeland of many historical and mythological figures, as well as many legends. The famous historian Herodotus, the apostle Saint Paul, King Midas and the goddess Cybele were all born in Anatolia. The Siren Rocks, described by Homer in the Odyssey, as well as the city of Troy from the Iliad are both in Turkey, in Foça and Çanakkale respectively.
9. WHIRLING DERVISHES
Whirling Dervishes took their name from scholar, poet and great Sufi mystic Mevlâna Celâlûddîn-i Rûmî (1207-1273). Sufis seek a close relationship with God and perform a dance called “Sema” for Mevlâna, sing hymns and say prayers for Mevlâna.

10. BIENNIALS
Three major biennials are held in İstanbul and Mardin. The objective of Mardin Biennial is to bring momentum to the city through arts. Every year artists, intellectuals, students and people coming from different cultures bring Mardin into the spotlight with a series of bedazzling exhibitions. The İstanbul Foundation for Culture and Arts (IKSV) has been organizing the İstanbul Biennial since 1987 and İstanbul Design Biennial since 2012. These biennials aims to connect artists from diverse cultures to the audience.
11. PAMUKKALE TRAVERTINES

Pamukkale enchants its visitors at the first sight. Under the spell of travertine Pergamon Kingdom established the Hierapolis city nearby 2,000 years ago. At that era Hierapolis served as a thermal health center and visitors from various parts of Anatolia flocked to the city to receive a balneal treatment in search of health or beauty. In our age, those who seek beauty or health still dip in the thermal pools. Visitors also enjoy swimming the timeless pools as their ancestors did and enjoy the majestic sight of the travertine.

12. HARVEST TIME (ROSE HARVEST, LAVENDER HARVEST, GRAPE HARVEST AND MANY MORE.)

Harvests take place in Turkey throughout the year and each is celebrated with great enthusiasm. It is possible to plan for an alternative holiday with locals by joining the harvest events all around the country and gathering roses, grapes, lavenders, pistachios or tea leaves and many more.

13. CANOEING OVER A SUNKEN LYCIAN CITY SIMENA

The remains of ancient Simena, now modern Kaleköy (Island of Kekova), form one of the most impressive historical sites in Turkey. Simena sits below the remains of a Crusader Castle that have been partly submerged in the Mediterranean hit by the earthquakes 1,800 years ago. Visitors exploring the area by a boat or canoe can see the Lycian burial ground and huge sarcophagi scattered along the nearby hillside.

14. ÖLÜDENİZ PARAGLIDING IN FETHİYE

The white sand beaches and turquoise waters of Ölüdeniz make for one of the most magnificent natural spots to see, swim and paragliding! Babadag Mountain located near the Ölüdeniz beach and Hisarönü offers an unique experience to paragliders with its paragliding height of about 6500 ft (1960 m). Breathtaking panorama and stable weather conditions make launch site for tandem paragliding from Babadag Ölüdeniz Mountain the best in Europe.
The royal Ottoman architect Mimar Sinan left dozens of masterpieces in many cities such as Istanbul, Edirne, Erzurum and Diyarbakir. The Selimiye Mosque in Edirne is one of the most famous works of Turkish-Ottoman art. The Suleymaniye Mosque in Istanbul transformed the city’s silhouette, becoming one of Istanbul’s most renowned symbols.

A traditional Turkish bath or hamam is a perfect way to unwind and experience total relaxation. In one of Turkey’s many historic hamams, you will be scrubbed, washed and massaged in a perfectly authentic atmosphere.

One of the leading destinations for hot air balloon tourism in the world, Cappadocia offers mesmerizing rides over the open-air museum and you can start the day with a breathtaking view of the fairy chimneys. As an alternative to Cappadocia’s sepia hues, Pamukkale’s unique white travertines have become a rising star for balloon tourism in the recent years.
18. İZTUZU AND CARETTA CARETTAS
Situated 10 kilometers from Dalyan, İztuzu is a blue paradise where you can swim and sunbathe on golden sands. İztuzu is also one of the Mediterranean nesting sites of the loggerhead turtle or the caretta caretta. Every year, these endangered turtles appear between May and October to lay their eggs on the protected shore.

19. THE WORLD’S FIRST CHURCH
Antalya in southern Turkey is one of the most historic cities in the country. Known as Antioch in ancient times, the city has been home to many civilizations and religions. Believed to be the first church ever built, the Church of St. Pierre in Antalya was carved in secret into the mountains.

20. THE MOSAICS OF ZEUGMA
The city of Gaziantep in southeastern Turkey is home to the world’s largest mosaic museum, the Zeugma Mosaic Museum. At the museum, you can see partly reconstructed ancient Roman villas, priceless mosaics, statues, fountains and frescoes.
21. **THE SUMELA MONASTERY**
One of the highlights of the Black Sea region, Sumela Monastery sits on a steep cliff at an altitude of 1200 meters. Carved out into the Karadağ Mountain above the Altındere Valley, the monastery dates back to the 4th century AD and is a striking place to visit.

22. **THE GREEN PASTURES OF THE BLACK SEA**
Turkey’s Black Sea Coast is a nature lover’s paradise with its alpine pastures, beautiful mountains, pristine lakes and rivers. The evergreen mountain pastures or “Yayla’s” are perfect destinations to spend some time in nature. From the Ayder Valley in the Kaçkar Mountains to Pokut in Rize, these pastures have cool weather even in summer.

23. **BIRTHPLACE OF SANTA CLAUS**
Saint Nicholas, the 4th-century bishop who inspired the legend of Santa Claus, was born in Patara and lived in nearby Demre, known as Myria in ancient times. Patara, where you can find an ancient city and Turkey’s longest beach, is only an hour away from Kaş. A few kilometers from Patara, Demre is the home of Saint Nicholas Church, which has been a place of worship and pilgrimage for centuries.

24. **THE REAL TROY**
Çanakkale is home to one of the most famous archaeological sites in the world. Described in Homer’s Iliad as the place where the Trojan War started, the site of Troy dates back four thousand years. The recently opened Troy Museum features interactive displays to better understand the nine periods of historic settlement in Troy.